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Ultrafast laser volume
nanostructuring; a limitless
perspective

Razvan Stoian*

Laboratoire Hubert Curien, UMR 5516 CNRS, Université Jean Monnet, Saint-Etienne, France

Ultrafast lasers are now unanimously recognized as processing tools capable of
providing utmost precision. This becomes key in the context of material
processing as precise feature scales can render a range of new characteristics
to the processed materials. These features redesign their properties optically,
mechanically, electrically, or from a chemical point of view. Precision is often
accompanied by an increase in resolution. The advances in optical beam
engineering and irradiation strategies, alongside with controlled material
responses, have put in sight the opportunity to reach record small feature
sizes, below 100 nm. Is there an intrinsic limit to optical fabrication? What are
the new opportunities provided by laser processing on these scales? How one can
make light adapt to matter and at the same time control the matter’s response
under light on the smallest scales? In this article I intend to provide a brief
overview into the latest developments in ultrafast laser volume nanostructuring,
fundamentals and applications alike, stressing out the prospective roadmap and
the new potential emerging from super-resolved ultrafast smart laser processing
technologies.
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Beyond diffraction limit: the pursuit of small scales

Structured materials are ubiquitous, as structuring boosts their functional behavior.
Among the present structuring technologies, laser structuring aims to reshape materials
properties by changing their topography or their morphology on surfaces and within their
volumes upon remote interaction with intense light. Light determines material
transformation and, as such, the material characteristics evolve. The resulting property
tuning is scale-dependent. Consequently, according to the feature scale, a range of
phenomena can be triggered in the structured material that either enhances its natural
properties or defines a completely new type of characteristics “by design.”At this point a new
class of lasers intervenes, the ultrashort pulsed lasers, with an enhanced capacity to render
precision to the process. If micromachining shows already substantial maturity that favors
the uptake in industrial processes, smaller scales are highly desirable. They pertain
particularly to precision applications ranging from cutting and polishing to shaping and
structuring. In this context the sub-100 nm scale becomes a generic keystone for engineered
materials, subject to an increasing number of studies (Cheng and Sugioka, 2013; Stoian and
Bonse, 2023), as this scale is compatible with a range of transport phenomena and the
associated mean free path in thermal, contact, or optical processes. In other words, a material
showing densely packed structured features in the sub-100 nm range will be able to acquire a
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capacity to modify its thermal, electrical, or optical characteristics,
quasi-resonantly filtering and guiding energy transport. Depending
on scale, shape, and arrangement, individual and collective effects
can be induced by these structured features. They trigger
phenomena at the border between quantum and mesoscopic
physics, unleashing new potential. The enhanced engineered
properties on the nanoscale pave the way towards metamaterials
engineering by light. Harnessing the properties of ultrafast light, the
material design can occur in a variety of geometries and spatial
arrangements. The ability of ultrashort pulses to cross interfaces and
to localize energy within volumes by exploiting excitation
nonlinearities associated to high intensity puts forward a clear
perspective for single step volume three dimensional material
engineering that has currently no viable alternative. In this
article, highlighting the major milestones in laser volume
nanostructuring, I aim to underline a unique capability of
ultrashort laser pulses to generate structural features in 3D, way
beyond the standard scale of optical beams, suggesting at the same
time the relevant physical drivers as well as the potential
applications.

Light-matter interaction on extreme
scales: to be or not to be local?

The prospect of high resolution triggered an extraordinary quest
to further gain in precision and structuring accuracy, deep into the
nanoscale. Super-resolution became a mainstream objective and
pertains to processes on surfaces, in the bulk, or in additive
manufacturing. Notwithstanding, the discussion here focuses
mainly on processing bulk monolithic materials. Being the result
of directed optical energy beams, precise laser processing poses two
main challenges; the strong spatial confinement of the irradiation
zone and the restraint of the diffusion of the deposited energy.
Properly controlled, the two of them can render a highly local
character to the laser interaction process, keeping the
transformation region to a minimal extent. How small this can
be and where may one anticipate the resolution limits? How light
and matter can synergistically concur to achieve the highest
precision? In the resolution quest, a major control knob is the
pulse duration, with two essential levers. On one side, the high
intensity takes advantage of the nonlinearity of interaction. That
restricts the volume of excitation around the intensity peak,
squeezing in space the absorption profile. The process initiates
excitation mechanisms involving the simultaneous absorption of
multiple photons, restricting the interaction regions both on
surfaces and in the bulk. Secondly, the short interaction time
enables a fast process, consuming the energy before being
diffused away in thermal and mechanical forms. The fast process
can be ablative, i.e., involving a swift, strongly nucleated transition to
the gas phase, or be mechanical, shock-based, explosion-like. The
neighboring zones are minimally affected by residual diffusion, as
much of the energy was already consumed. This observation
pertains to surface as well as, or even more, to volume
interactions. In the latter case, in addition, the challenge of the
light wavepacket propagation should be considered, pushing up
innovative concepts of space-time engineering of light (Stoian et al.,
2010; He et al., 2014). These developments allow to restrict the

process, linearly or nonlinearly, to its intrinsic optical limits,
However, in case of optical interactions, resolution limits may
apply, and a significant effort is put into bypassing them. With a
far-field optical interaction being intrinsically limited by diffraction
to roughly half of the wavelength, going beyond diffraction limit
requires a more elaborate approach. In most of the cases this implies
a closer and local interaction between the optical field and the
material. Using external sharp objects and apertures, it was early
recognized (Korte et al., 1999) that a near-field interaction can
drastically reduce the size of the interaction region. Not being
subject of far-field diffraction limitations, the evanescent
components can squeeze the interaction region below the
wavelength. Nonetheless, generating near-fields by external
means may seem laborious and limited to surfaces or to specific
environments. Therefore new approaches emerge exploiting near-
field components induced by intense laser fields themselves (Li et al.,
2020; Lei et al., 2021) which can be in principle applied at surfaces
and below. This comes with two specific advantages. The first relates
to the confinement of light on extreme scales without intrinsic
limitations. This extreme confinement will initiate material
transformation on similar or even smaller scales. Feature sizes
well below 100 nm were demonstrated (Lei et al., 2021). The
second, based on an internal mechanism of scattering, implies a
dependence on the direction of the optical field that allows for
directional control during direct laser writing. The interaction zone
can be spatially guided, squeezed depending on the local field
interaction, with electrical field adding as well to the energy
transport (Li et al., 2020; Lei et al., 2021). This particular aspect
on localizing light within a material (Gamaly and Rode, 2016) could
be at the origin of complex laser processing strategies driving local
anisotropies by light and heat coupling (Yang et al., 2008).

Matter plays along: a strategy for super-
resolved laser processing

An alternative strategy for extreme processing involves a material
response under light relying on sharp transitions of the excitedmatter,
the so-called “optics at critical intensity”, in the range of the
breakdown threshold (Joglekar et al., 2004). Close to the
breakdown threshold, electronic excitation determines swift
variations of the optical properties, tuning the absorption in shape
and depth. A critical amount of energy is deposited in a confined
region, enough to generate local sub-wavelength ablation of the
excited material. This excitation, via electronic relaxation, can
simply imply rapidly heated matter relaxing under pressure
(Juodkazis et al., 2006), or a more complex situation where
screened molecular potentials will enable a fast non-thermally-
driven decomposition of matter (Jeschke et al., 2001). The process
illustrates a capability of a material destabilized by light to show a
reaction on scales smaller than the extent of the illumination zone.
The gradient of light energy becomes in this case the critical parameter
as it determines the material evolution. An evolution under strong
gradients of energy can be reduced to a spatially limited source that
develops under thermomechanical constraints, being brought down
to scales disconnected from the incident wavelength. A first example
pointing in this direction was given by the concept of micro-explosion
(Glezer andMazur, 1997), one of the first direct demonstration of bulk
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processing with ultrashort laser pulses. Disconnecting the size of
modification from the optical dimension represents thus a genuine
change of paradigm. Either relying on thresholding (Joglekar et al.,
2004) or on generating nanocavitation (Bhuyan et al., 2017), this
approach implies a restricted movement of matter under
thermomechanical drives in a range several times smaller than
the exciting wavelength, rapidly quenched by diffusion (Grady,
1988). The required energy gradients can be obtained by
engineering the beam in space and time (Stoian et al., 2010; He
et al., 2014; Salter and Booth, 2019), sometimes with tradeoffs
between far and near field. One particularly efficient example has
newly come into attention; high cone-angle non-diffractive beams
for extreme nanostructuring with high aspect ratio (Courvoisier
et al., 2009). Several examples were recently reviewed in Xu et al.
(2021) and Stoian and Bonse (2023). As the final result is an
extremely reduced processing feature, it is expectable that, in order
to trigger nanoscale effects, both optical and material evolutions
are strongly interrelated. Single sub-wavelength features illustrated
above are already a convincing proof of the synergistic interaction
between field confinement and material reactions. This
interrelation is illustrated in Figure 1. The relation can acquire
even more complex forms. A powerful example showing this
intrication relates to the process of self-organisation under light
and the quasi-spontaneous emergence of periodic patterns with
subwavelength periodicity (Shimotsuma et al., 2003).

Rearranging matter under light

This case, that equally combines light andmatter reactions, has an
underlying physics which is different from the direct structuring
approaches mentioned above, based on single spot irradiation
events or small number of accumulated pulses. Starting from a
collection of stochastically-arranged scattering centers that diffuse
light, corrugated matter determines first distributed light patterns
through a coherent superposition of near-field and far-field scattered

components (Rudenko et al., 2021). The patterns push the excited
matter to rearrange. We are talking about self-organisation, where, as
in a self-action, the process correlates self-consistently external light
stimuli and material transport mechanisms as well as thermodynamic
evolutions. It thus determines, with every incoming pulse, a gradual
evolution towards order in the arrangement of the structures. The
tendency towards order does not stop at the mesoscopic scale but acts
on a variety of scales. These are related to local interference patterns
and fluid flow. Furthermore, dissipative self-organisation effects
(Prigogine, 1978) mixing field and heat transport can push the
scale to the nm level. The transition to order can also be revealed
at molecular scales as localized phase transitions can generate
nanoscale crystallites in previously amorphous glassy materials
either by precipitation, by gradual cooling of liquid phases (Fan
et al., 2012; Sun et al., 2022), or by initiating dense structural
phases by extreme thermomechanical shock-like conditions
(Vailionis et al., 2011). The combination of light-induced bond-
breaking and shock defines nm-scale ranges of structurally dense
matter embedded in material matrices. The behavior exposed by the
mixture of near-field evanescent optics and thermomechanical
material reactions show that in principle no intrinsic spatial limits
can restrict the process except the size of the energy deposition range.
This can eventually be reduced in three dimensions to the skin
depth, i.e., a few nm (Joglekar et al., 2004). The observed feature
scales are related to practical limitations, for example, the strength
of confinement of the evanescent field in the presence of dephasing
electronic excitation or the quenching time freezing the material
evolution. Besides single feature dimensions, in many cases, the
process resolution and the close-packing of the structures on the
same scale relate to intrinsic artifacts associated to
thermomechanics in the form of mechanically affected regions
around the features of interest (Zhang et al., 2021). Part of energy
diffuses away from the interaction region as pressure or heat fronts
and creates material constraints that pose limitation to generating
new structures in the affected regions. A judicious choice of pulse
parameters will minimize the effect confining it to a minimal
extent of few 100 nm. Structural modifications within or outside the
interaction region can boost the nanoscale. In particular cases, the
addition of chemical etching will give further spatial selectivity in
revealing volume nanoscale structures (Ròdenas et al., 2019). If in
principle similar phenomena rule surface and volume interaction
which gives a generic character to the description above, I will focus
below on specific emerging fields related to volume 3D interactions.

3D nanoscale access to manipulate
light

This scale between 10 and 100 nm can now be seen as an
enabling scale, helping to construct functions in various fields,
from photonics to nanofluidics, from nanomechanics to biology
and material science. Photonic systems fabricated by ultrafast
laser refractive index engineering in monolithic optical materials
have gained in the last years a significant interest. The prospect of
the nanoscale will further boost their functional design. This
interest resulted from an intrinsic phase stability and from three-
dimensional geometries with high collection efficiencies and low
cross-talk. They offer the opportunity to transport and transform

FIGURE 1
Intrication of light and matter, combining field confinement and
matter evolution. Scanning electronmicroscopy image, courtesy of G.
Zhang, Northwestern Polytechnical University, Xi’An.
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light in embedded optical circuits of arbitrary forms. To this,
nanoscale features can add a set of new functionalities, both local
and non-locally defined. They can engineer the dielectric
function on local domains and its distribution in space,
generating functional design resulting from light interaction
with the nanoscale. Single features can be placed in 1D to 3D
arrays with complex arrangements that can enable optical
resonances and sudden phase jumps. A single nanoscale
feature with a size much smaller than the wavelength can
almost unperturbatively scatter light according to its size and
shape. Grouping spatially individual features, resonant effects
may be induced, exploiting the coherence of optical signals.
Besides Bragg resonances (Ams et al., 2017), these features
enable sampling optical signals in optical circuits by
fabricating nanoscale scattering centers along the circuit lines
(typically waveguides and optical routers) but also extracting the
embedded information, acting as antennas (Callejo et al., 2022).
Guiding, interference, and scattering, i.e., spectroscopy and
imaging, can be combined (le Coarer et al., 2007). Periodic
patterns triggered by coherent self-organisation under field
can spontaneously build highly packed planar arrays.
Anisotropies in shape and orientation can further determine
local birefringence and dichroism, with the ability to
manipulate light wavefronts (Poumellec et al., 2016). These
combined characteristics led to one prominent example of
engineered materials for high-density data storage using voxels
produced by sub-wavelength periodic patterns (Zhang et al.,
2014). This field of optical storage takes thus full advantage
from combining nanophotonics to nanostructuring (Gu et al.,
2014). A substantial prospect for developing photonic elements
that can sense, store, transport, and manipulate information on
the nanoscale is then to be noted. As well, the potential for
developing capabilities for wavefront shaping, sensing, or
extreme imaging and microscopy can be of significant
importance. The scale significantly smaller than the
wavelength, the potential for high density packaging, and the
3D capability are key conditions for the design of innovative
metamaterials. The challenge remains now to predict and design
the engineered material, capable to code, decode, and record
information, suited at the same time for super-resolved ultrafast
laser processing. The task becomes highly multidisciplinary,
combining inverse design, metrology, and computational
methods that will define how light will shape matter and how
matter will reshape light. Multiscale approaches will equally
determine how engineered materials can be integrated in more
complex optical systems, leading to compactness and enhanced
performances. Tackling the design and fabrication complexity of
volume nanoscale systems with periodic and aperiodic forms, the
combination of fabrication and computational power can
generate new degrees of freedom (Gerke and Piestun, 2010).
The design process started to benefit from the latest
developments in prediction and optimization algorithms.
Similar predictive techniques can be used to assist laser
processing towards the highest resolution, with recent
developments guided by artificial intelligence in developing
accurate self-organization models (Brandao et al., 2022) but
also in the in situ visualisation of nanoscale structures (Maire
et al., 2009; Ishikawa and Hayasaki, 2018).

Coupling optics and mechanics on the
nanoscale

Switching from the optical perspective, I note that extreme
volume nanostructuring is equally associated with changes in
specific volumes and thus in local thermal and mechanical
properties. A straightforward development leads to mechanical
systems for actuating nanoscale movement (Vlugter et al., 2019).
Opto-mechanical systems can be directly carved using techniques of
stealth dicing (Meyer et al., 2019) or selective laser etching
(Marcinkevičius et al., 2001), relevant for 3D digital processing,
where local properties can be engineered via nanoscale self-
organized domains. Extrapolating to the thermal and electrical
domains, bulk-engineered materials on the nanoscale can be
designed for controlling thermal transport as the structuring scale
becomes similar to the phonon or electron mean free path (Fei and
Yang, 2014). Engineered thermal and electrical barriers may be
created as well energy convertors. Contact functions depend on
nanoscale porosity, and nanoscale contact functions can be
engineered for fluidics. All these briefly recalled opportunities can
be combined, opening up the perspective of integrating a multitude of
functions on the same substrate, enabled by the nanoscale.

Perspectives: a roadmap towards
extreme laser volume nanostructuring

To conclude, one can anticipate strong developments of laser and
material engineering approaches towards the achievement of extreme
resolutions using remote optical tools. The 10 nm scale (Gan et al.,
2013; Yan et al., 2021) within monolithic materials is in sight and the
processing limits are continuously being pushed back. Investigating
ultrafast and extreme spatial scales enabled by light will generate a
solid body of knowledge concerning mesoscopic behavior of matter
in non-equilibrium conditions. As such, the present achievements
lead to the believe that precise and robust nanostructuring techniques
converging towards the 10 nm scale can be conceived, combining
precise field andmaterial effects. The vectorial character as well as the
phase information carried by the beam will play an increasing role.
Complex fields coherently combining multiple frequencies can
nowadays be designed in a programmable manner, which,
alongside with rapid in situ observation means, will generate
advanced control loops for volume nanostructuring. All light
characteristics, beyond the most obvious such as wavelength,
energy and pulse duration, can be harnessed to define an
extremely versatile process; spatial and spectral phase, field
orientation, wavevector, Poynting vector, etc. The application
range follows up swiftly and it concerns both the development of
ultrafast reconfigurable sources and 3D engineeredmaterials (Flamm
et al., 2021). A roadmap starts to emerge concerning applications
empowered by fast nanoscale prototyping of volumes beyond the
optical limits and lasre fabrication of metamaterials. These
developments will increasingly exploit synergies between light and
matter at mesoscopic scales with light that adapts to structure and to
material. They represent a far reaching effort to develop smart and
reconfigurable processing tools, capable of addressing the nanoscale
challenges in prediction, fabrication, visualisation and exploitation.
Harnessing the behavior of light at the nanoscale and, at the same
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time, controlling the material mesoscopic behavior in degrees of
freedom and dimensions is then key in pushing the limits of the
process towards unprecedented laser structuring resolutions.
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